
ETC Service Note
fos/4 and Desire Fresnel Spring Replacement
The fos/4 fresnel and Desire fixtures contain a spring mechanism that automatically locks 
the zoom from moving on its own while the fixture is pointing up or down. We have 
found that increasing the length of the spring improves position locking. This 
instruction set contains the information needed to perform the upgrade. 

Tools Required
• 2 replacement springs (ETC Part number HW7535)

• Phillips screwdriver with a PH1 tip

This is a basic level task with an estimated completion time of 10 minutes. 

Instructions
1. Remove the zoom knob retaining screw and carefully pull the zoom 

knob off the shaft.

2. Remove the two existing springs.

3. Replace the two springs with the new longer springs.

CAUTION: Please use safety glasses while replacing the springs.

Note: If the cylindrical discs fall out, install them back into 
place as shown before installing new springs.

Note: If the springs are difficult to fit into place, try 
compressing them slightly.
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4. Inspect the internal mechanism to make sure the flat sides of the zoom 

assembly shaft are parallel to the spring pockets as shown in the image 

below. 

5. Carefully place the knob back into position by aligning the two tabs on 

the underside of the knob into the two pockets on either side of the 

cylindrical disks.

Note: Hold the knob in place while tightening the screw, as 
the zoom will try to move when the screw bottoms out 
inside the knob.
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